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BSD (Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture)
$L$- $L(E, s)$ $(s=1)$
$E$ $N$
$L$- $L(E, s)$ 2 $\Gamma_{0}(N)$





(Duke [4], 1995). $\chi$ $mod q$ primitive Dirichlet
$N$ $q$ $No=N_{0}(q)$
$C$ $N>N_{0}$
$\#\{f\in B_{2}(N)|L_{f}(1/2, \chi)\neq 0\}>\frac{CN}{(\log N)^{2}}$
$B_{k}(N)$ $k$ $\Gamma_{0}(N)$ cusp form
$B_{2}(N)$ primitive form
Duke $\chi$ Duke Kowalski and
Michel [11]
$0$
upper bound $F$ Mestre [13] R. Murty [14] Wiel
2000 Kowalski, Michel and VanderKam [12]
2 $\Gamma_{0}(N)$ primitive form $N$
99% primitive form $f$ $L_{f}(s)$ $s=1/2$
4
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2 cusp form
cusp form $k$ $N$
$k$ $N$ $\Gamma_{0}(N)$ cusp form
$S_{k}(N)$ $f$ $\gamma\in GL_{2}(\mathbb{R})^{+}$
$(f|_{k} \gamma)(z)=(\det\gamma)^{k/2}(cz+d)^{-k}f(\frac{az+d}{cz+d}),$ $\gamma=(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})$
$\gamma\in\Gamma_{0}(N)=\{(\begin{array}{ll}a bc d\end{array})\in SL_{2}(\mathbb{Z});c\equiv$ Omod $N\}$





normalized Hecke eigenform $S_{k}(N)$
$\langle f,g\rangle_{N}=\int_{\Gamma_{0}(N)\backslash \mathbb{H}}f(z)\overline{g(z)}y^{k-2}dxdy$, $(z=x+iy)$
$S_{k}(N)$ normalized Hecke eigenform
([15] Theorem 4.5.4)
$N$ $M$ $S_{k}(M)$ $S_{k}(N)$ $M|N$
$M\neq N$ $S_{k}(M)$ $f$ $f_{|l}$
$f_{|l}=f|_{k}(\begin{array}{ll}\ell 00 l\end{array})$
$N/M$ $f_{1\ell}$ $S_{k}(N)$
$S_{k}(N)$ $N$ cusp form
$N$
$f\in S_{k}(N)$ $M|N(M\neq N)$ $\ell|N/M$ $h\in S_{k}(M)$
$f=h_{|l}$ $f$ old form old form
$\{f_{1\ell}|f\in S_{k}(M), \ell|N/M, M|N(M\neq N)\}$
new form normalized Hecke eigen new
form primitive form $H_{k}(M)$ $k$ $M$ primitive
30
form $S_{k}(N)$




$L$- 2 primitive form $L$-
Duke
$\#\{f\in B_{2}(N)|L_{f}(1/2, \chi)\neq 0\}$
lower bound $N$ $B_{2}(N)$
$H_{2}(N)$ $B_{k}(N)$ $H_{k}(N)$
Duke Akbary Kamiya
(Akbary [1], 1999). $\chi$ $mod q$ primitive Dirichlet
$N$ $q$ $No=N_{0}(q, k)$
$C=C(k)$ $N>N_{0}$
$\#\{f\in H_{2}(N)|L_{f}(1/2, \chi)\neq 0\}>\frac{CN}{(\log N)^{2}}$
(kamiya [9], 2000). $\chi$ $mod q$ primitive Dirichlet
$y$ $N$ $q$
$N_{0}=N_{0}(q, |y|, k)$ $C$ $N>N_{0}$
$f \in \mathcal{F},\sum_{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0}|a_{f,\infty}(1)|^{2}\geq\frac{(4\pi)^{k-1}}{(k-2)!}\frac{C}{\log N}$
$\mathcal{F}$ $S_{k}(N)$
kamiya normalized Hecke
eigenform $\mathcal{F}’=\{g\}$ $f=g/\sqrt{\langle g,g\rangle}$ Kamiya
$g \in \mathcal{F}’,\sum_{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0}\frac{1}{\langle g,g\rangle}\geq\frac{(4\pi)^{k-1}}{(k-2)!}\frac{C}{\log N}$
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Banks [3] $GL(3)$ $L$- Siegel
Hoffstein and Lockhart [5] $g$ new
form
$\langle g,$ $g \rangle\gg k\frac{N}{\log N}$ (1)
(Hoffstein and Lockhart
$vol(Fo(N)\backslash \mathbb{H})$ )
(kamiya [9], Banks [3], Hoffstein-Lockhart [5]). $\chi$
$mod q$ primitive Dirichlet $y$ $N$
$q$
$M>f \in B_{k}(N)-H_{k}(N)maiX\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}$
$No=N_{0}(q, |y|, k)$ $C=C(k)$
$N>N_{0}$





$f\in S_{k}(N)$ normalized Hecke eigenform $f$ Fourier
$a_{f,\infty}(n)$ $\lambda_{f,\infty}(n)=a_{f,\infty}(n)/n^{(k-1)/2}$ $\Re(s)>1$ L-
$L_{f}(s, \chi)=\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{\lambda_{f,\infty}(n)\chi(n)}{n^{s}}$
$\chi$ $mod q$ Dirichlet $(q, N)=1$
$L$- $\mathbb{C}$-
$\Lambda_{N}(s;f, \chi)=i^{k}C_{\chi}\Lambda_{N}(1-s;f|_{k}\omega_{N},\overline{\chi})$ , (2)
$\Lambda_{N}(s;f, \chi)=(\frac{q\sqrt{N}}{2\pi})^{8}\Gamma(s+\frac{k-1}{2})L_{f}(s, \chi)$
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$\omega_{N}=(\begin{array}{ll}0 -1N 0\end{array})$ .
$C_{\chi}$ 1
$(f|_{k}\omega_{N})(z)=(f|_{k}\sigma_{0})(z)$ , $\sigma_{0}=\sigma_{0,N}=(_{\sqrt{N}}0$ $-\sqrt{N}^{-1}0)$
$f|_{k}\omega_{N}$ Fourier $f$ $0$ Fourier




$f\in H_{k}(N)$ $L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)$ non-vanishing
Duke, Akbary, Kamiya Cauchy
$| \sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}|^{2}$
$\leq$
$\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N),L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{|L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)|^{2}}{\langle f,f\rangle}$
(3)
$M \geq\max\{1/\langle f, f\rangle_{N}\}$
$L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}\ll k\#\{f\in B_{k}(N)|L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\}M$
(4)
Duke Banks
$N$ $f\in H_{2}(N)=B_{2}(N)$ $GL(1)$
(1) $M=\log N/N$
$\circ$ first moment
$\sum$ $\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}$ (5)
$f\in B_{k}(N)$
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lower bound second moment
$\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{|L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)|^{2}}{\langle f,f\rangle}$ (6)
upper bound (3) (4)
(5), (6) Petersson‘s formula
( (3) )
$L_{f}( \frac{1}{2}+iy,$ $\chi)=\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{\lambda_{f,\infty}(n)\chi(n)}{n^{\frac{1}{2}+iy}}e^{-(_{X}^{n})^{h}}-I$ (7)
$I$
$I= \frac{i^{k}C_{\chi}}{2\pi i}\int_{(d)}(\frac{4\pi^{2}}{q^{2}N})^{s+iy}G_{k}(s+\frac{1}{2}+iy)X^{s}\frac{\Gamma(1+\frac{s}{h})}{s}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{\lambda_{f,0}(n)\overline{\chi}(n)}{n^{\frac{1}{2}-s-iy}}ds$.
$(d)$ $d-i\infty$ $d+i\infty$ $(d$









$+2 \pi i^{-k}\sum_{c\in C(ab)},c^{-1}S_{\alpha,b}(m,n;c)J_{k-1}(\frac{4\pi\sqrt{mn}}{c})$ (8)
(Iwaniec [7] section 4.2 ) $a,$ $b$
$\infty$ $0$ $\delta_{*}$ , $\dagger$ Kronecker $J_{k-1}$ J-Bessel $S_{\alpha,b}$
Kloosterman
$S_{\alpha,b}(m,n;c)=\{\begin{array}{l}S(m, n, PN) if a=bS(m\overline{N}, n, p) if \mathfrak{a}\neq b\end{array}$
$\overline{N}$ $N\overline{N}\equiv 1mod p$ (8) $c$
$C(a, b)=($
$\{c=PN:l\in \mathbb{N}\}$ if $a=b$
$\{c=p\sqrt{N}:P\in N$ and $(P,$ $N)=1\}$ if $a\neq b$ .
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Kloosterman J-Bessel first mo-
ment (5) asymptotic formula lower bound
second moment (6) upper bound (3) (4)
$\#\{f\in B_{k}(N)|L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\}$
lower buund Duke
3 Akbary Kamiya
Kamiya $\max\{\langle f, f\rangle\}$ old form
$M$ lst Fourier lower bound
$N$ $S_{k}(N)$ old form $S_{k}(1)$
Akbary (4) old form new form old form
$L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}<L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}+f\in B_{k}(N)-H_{k}(N)\sum_{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}$
$\ll k\#\{f\in B_{k}(N)|L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\}\frac{\log N}{N}+\dim S_{k}(1)\frac{1}{N}$.
Kamiya[10]
6
3 $f\in H_{2}(N)$ $L_{f}(1/2)$ non-
vanishing $D$uke Petersson’ $s$
formula $S_{k}(N)$ $B_{k}(N)$ Akbary
$B_{k}(N)$ $H_{k}(N)$




$| \sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}|^{2}$
$\leq$
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N),L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)\neq 0}\frac{1}{\langle f,f\rangle}\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{|L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)|^{2}}{\langle f,f\rangle}$
second moment Kamiya
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{|L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)|^{2}}{\langle f,f\rangle}<\sum_{f\in B_{k}(N)}\frac{|L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)|^{2}}{\langle f,f\rangle}\ll k\log N$
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(1) $f\in H_{k}(N)$
$| \sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(\frac{1}{2}+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}|^{2}$
$\ll k\neq\{f\in H_{k}(N)|L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\}\frac{(\log N)^{2}}{N}$ (9)
first moment
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}$
asymptotic formula first moment
lower bound lower bound
Petersson‘s formula
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\omega_{k,N}(f)}=\frac{\Gamma(k-1)}{(4\pi)^{k-1}}\sum_{f\in H_{k}(N)}\frac{L_{f}(1/2+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle}$ (10)
7
first moment (10) Petersson‘s formula $H_{k}(N)$
$B_{k}(*)$ 2
$S_{k}(N)= \bigoplus_{M|N}\bigoplus_{f\in H_{k}(M)}\langle f_{1\ell};p|N/M\rangle$
old form $\langle f_{1\ell}$ ; $p|N/M\rangle$
Iwaniec, Luo and Sarnak [8] $N$ square-free old form
primitive




old form $p$ $N=p^{a},$ $k$
$0<k<12$ $k=14$
old form Iwaniec, Luo and Sarnak
$E(z, s)$ Eisenstein
$E(z, s)=y^{s-k+1} \sum_{\gamma\in\Gamma_{0}(p^{a})_{\infty}\backslash \Gamma_{0}(p^{a})}|j(\gamma, z)|^{-2(s-k+1)}$
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$F(s)=\langle E(z, s)f(\ell_{1}z),$ $f(p_{2^{Z}})\rangle_{p^{a}}$
$E(z, s)$ Rankin-Selberg $L$- $L_{f\otimes f}(s)$






2. 1 $f\in H_{k}(p^{m})$ $fi=f$ $d\neq 1$
$f_{d}=\{\begin{array}{ll}d^{\frac{k}{2}}f(dz) m\geq 2p\sqrt{p^{2}-1}^{-1}(d^{\frac{k}{2}}f(dz)-p^{-\frac{1}{2}}\lambda_{f,\infty}(p)(\frac{d}{p})^{\frac{k}{2}}f(\frac{dz}{p})) m=1\end{array}$
$S_{k}(p^{a})$
$S_{k}(p^{a})= \bigoplus_{m=1}^{a}\bigoplus_{f\in H_{k}(p^{m})d|}\bigoplus_{p^{a-m}}\langle f_{d}\rangle$ ,
$\langle f_{d},$ $f_{d}\rangle_{p^{a}}=\langle f,$ $f\rangle_{p^{a}}$
$N$ square-free Iwaniec, Luo and Sarnak [8] (2.45)
$N$
Iwaniec, Luo and Sarnak
(2.40) cusp form Fourier
Petersson’s formula $f$
Iwaniec, Luo and Sarnak $(1-\lambda_{f,\infty}(p)^{2}/p)^{1/2}$
$f$ $p$ $\lambda_{f,\infty}(p)^{2}=1/p$,
$0$ ([15] Theorem 4.6.17 )
2
3. 2 $f_{d}(d\neq 1)$ Fourier













$=$ $+ \frac{1}{2\pi i}\int_{(d)}L_{f}(s+1/2+iy, \chi)X^{s}\frac{\Gamma(1+s/h)}{s}X^{-s}ds$
$L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)$













(7) first moment (10)
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{L_{f}(\frac{1}{2}+iy,\chi)}{\omega_{k,p^{a}}(f)}$






Petersson’s formula O $k$ $H_{k}(p)=S_{k}(p)$
$a=1$ Petersson’s formula
$a\geq 2$ $H_{k}(p^{a})$ $B_{k}(*)$ 7
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{\lambda_{f,\alpha}(n)}{\omega_{k,p^{a}}(f)}=\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{\lambda_{f,\mathfrak{a}}(n)\lambda_{f,\infty}(1)}{\omega_{k,p^{a}}(f)}$
$= \sum_{f\in B_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{\lambda_{f,a}(n,)\lambda_{f,\infty}(1)}{\omega_{kp^{a}}(f)}-\sum_{f\in B_{k}(p^{a-1})}\frac{\lambda_{f,\alpha}(n,)\lambda_{f,\infty}(1)}{\omega_{kp^{a}}(f)}$
$+ \sum_{m=1}^{a-1}\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{m})}\frac{\lambda_{f_{p^{a-m}},a}(n)\lambda_{f_{p^{a-m}},\infty}(1)}{\omega_{k,p^{a}}(f_{p^{m-a}})}$
3 $a\geq 3$ $a-m\geq 1$
$\lambda_{f_{p^{a-m}},\infty}(1)=0$
$H_{k}(p)=B_{k}(p)$ $k$
$\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{\lambda_{f,\alpha}(n)}{\omega_{k,p^{a}}(f)}=\triangle_{k,p^{a}}(n, 1;a, \infty)-\triangle_{k,p^{a-1}}(n, 1;a, \infty)$
$+\{\begin{array}{ll}0 a\geq 3\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p)=B_{k}(p)}\lambda_{f_{p},a}(n)\lambda_{f_{p},\infty}(1)\omega_{k,p^{2}}(f_{p})^{-1} a=2\end{array}$
$\lambda_{f_{p},\infty}(n)$ 3 $\lambda_{f,\infty}(*)$
$(f_{p}| \sigma_{0,p^{2}})(z)=\pm\frac{p}{\sqrt{p^{2}-1}}(f(z)-p^{\frac{k-1}{2}}\lambda_{f,\infty}(p)f(pz))$
$\lambda_{f_{p},0}(n)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\pm p\sqrt{p^{2}-1}^{-1}\lambda_{f,\infty}(n) p(n0 p|n.\end{array}$
$\lambda_{f_{p}^{0}},(n)$ $\lambda_{f,\infty}(*)$ first moment (11)
$\triangle_{k,*}(*, 1;*, \infty)$ Petersson’s formula (8)
$J_{k-1}(x)\ll kx^{k-1}$ Kloosterman
Weil
$|S_{a,b}(m, n;c)|\leq(m, n, c)^{1/2}c^{1/2}d(c)$
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$\Delta_{k,M}(m, 1;\alpha, \infty)=\delta_{m,1}\delta_{a,\infty}+\{\begin{array}{ll}O_{k}(d(M)m^{\frac{k-1}{2}}M^{-k+_{2}^{1}}) a=\infty O_{k}(m\frac{k-1}{2}M^{-\frac{k}{2}}) a=0\end{array}$ (12)
(Y.I [6]). $k=2,4,6,8,10,14,$ $p$ $a$ $\chi$
$mod q,$ $(q,p)=1$ primitive Dirichlet $y$
$\frac{\Gamma(k-1)}{(4\pi)^{k-1}}\sum_{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})}\frac{L_{f}(\frac{1}{2}+iy,\chi)}{\langle f,f\rangle_{p^{a}}}$
$=1-c(a)$
$+\{\begin{array}{ll}O_{k}(p^{-}q^{k}(1+|y|)^{k}7)k a=1O_{k}(p^{-\frac{5}{4}}q^{k}\tau(1+|y|)^{k}\tau) a=2o_{k((a+1)p^{-\frac{(a-1)k}{2}+\frac{(a-1)}{4}+\frac{k}{4}-1_{q\tau(1+|y|)^{k})}^{k}}}7 a\geq 3\end{array}$
$c(a)$
$c(a)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 if a=1p(p^{2}-1)^{-1} if a=2p^{-1} if a\geq 3\end{array}$
(Y.I [6]) . $M$ $=$
$M(a, k, q, |y|)$ $M=M(p, k, q, |y|)$ $C=C(k)$
$p>M$ $a>M$
$\#\{f\in H_{k}(p^{a})|L_{f}(1/2+iy, \chi)\neq 0\}>C(1-c(a))^{2}\underline{p^{a}}$
$(\log p^{a})^{2}$
.
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